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a b s t r a c t 

The formation of hydrides, a result from excess hydrogen uptake by the cladding during nuclear reactor 

operation, can significantly impact cladding integrity. We present a sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of 

a hydrogen predictive model in the BISON fuel performance code to characterize the key input parame- 

ters involved in the model. This includes identifying the key parameters necessary to simulate hydrogen 

behavior in the fuel cladding, revealing the impact of environmental conditions on hydrogen distribution, 

and informing the envelope of conditions for ongoing experimental work conducted by the University 

of Michigan. The Sobol sensitivity analysis reveals the quantitative impacts of environmental conditions 

on the predicted total hydrogen concentration, as well as the respective impact on their sensitivity with 

respect to the physical parameters. Overall, the precipitation of hydrogen that occurred at the cold end 

of the sample is the most important phenomenon in the prediction of hydrogen concentration. The op- 

timization study using the results from sensitivity analysis indicates that the BISON simulations produce 

accurate hydrogen predictions when the sets of parametric ranges are shifted to enable more precip- 

itation to occur at the cold end. Lastly, the sensitivity and uncertainty (S/U) analysis for the ongoing 

benchmarking experiments supports the focus of experiments that lies on the measurement of Soret ef- 

fect of hydrogen driven by linear temperature gradients. The outputs are expected to better characterize 

the various parameters involved in the hydrogen transport model in the BISON code, and improve the un- 

derstanding of the hydrogen transport behaviors in zirconium-based fuel cladding in a range of expected 

environmental conditions. 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Nuclear fuel cladding is a primary safety barrier in a nuclear 

eactor that helps prevent leakage of radioactive fission products 

nto the reactor cooling circuit during an abnormal event. Existing 

uclear reactors extensively use zirconium alloys as a nuclear fuel 

ladding material because of low neutron absorption cross section, 

ood thermal conductivity, dimensional stability, and corrosion re- 

istance [1] . Although zirconium alloys have good high tempera- 

ure corrosion resistance, continuous exposure to the coolant water 

auses a slow corrosion of the outer surface of the fuel cladding 
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nd the associated hydrogen ingress into the zirconium cladding 

uring normal reactor operation [2] . The formation of hydrides re- 

ulting from the excess of hydrogen concentration can significantly 

ffect cladding integrity by reducing the cladding ductility during 

ormal operation [3] , which may cause the failure of cladding in 

eactivity-initiated accidents (RIAs) [4] . Furthermore, absorbed hy- 

rogen in the cladding affects the kinetics of crystallographic phase 

ransformation of zirconium alloys during high temperature tran- 

ients such as a postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA) [5] . The 

ngoing research project initiated experimental work to evaluate 

he physical parameters involved in the hydrogen migration phe- 

omenon as well as modeling work to predict the hydrogen distri- 

ution inside the cladding in this context. The experimental pro- 

ram conducted by the University of Michigan aims to design and 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2021.152941
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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onduct experiments to determine the value of the heat of trans- 

ort and validate the hydrogen transport model implemented in 

he BISON code. The modeling program presented here aims at 

dentifying the key parameters for the accurate simulation of hy- 

rogen behavior in the fuel cladding, revealing the impacts of envi- 

onmental conditions on the prediction of hydrogen behavior, and 

roviding the appropriate envelope of conditions to inform ongo- 

ng experimental works. The outputs are expected to improve the 

verall understanding of hydrogen behaviors. The unique contribu- 

ion of this paper is the use of Sobol sensitivity measures to char- 

cterize the key input parameters involved in the model to predict 

he resulting hydrogen distribution. 

During nuclear reactor operation, the zirconium alloy cladding 

xposed to the coolant water forms a layer of zirconium dioxide in 

 chemical reaction with the water: 

 r + 2 H 2 O → Z r O 2 + 4 H (1) 

Some of the hydrogen produced is absorbed by the zirconium 

lloy [6] , as the hydrogen is relatively stable in the α-phase of the 

irconium alloy matrix [7] . Other minor sources, e.g. the radiolytic 

ecomposition of water, also generate hydrogen which partly en- 

ers the cladding, although the main contributor is the hydrogen 

rom corrosion [8] . Hydrogen pickup results in a gradual accumu- 

ation of hydrogen in the zirconium fuel cladding. Once inside the 

irconium alloy cladding, gradients in concentration, temperature, 

nd stress can drive hydrogen migration [9] . When the hydrogen 

olubility limit in the cladding is exceeded, zirconium hydrides will 

recipitate in the form of platelets, layers, or a rim near the outer 

urface of the cladding [ 10 , 11 ]. The presence of these hydrides, pre-

ominantly oriented in the circumferential direction, can signifi- 

antly degrade the cladding fracture toughness and tensile ductil- 

ty. This causes cladding embrittlement which is a potential life- 

imiting deterioration mechanism for the nuclear fuel cladding in 

WRs [ 3 , 12 ]. Hence, understanding hydrogen distribution and its 

ehavior in zirconium-based fuel cladding is crucial for predicting 

uel performance and safety. 

Two main mechanisms control the hydrogen migration and re- 

istribution in the zirconium fuel cladding: diffusion of hydrogen 

n solid solution driven by concentration, temperature and stress 

radients, and the precipitation and dissolution of hydride parti- 

les. These mechanisms are described in detail in Section 2.1 . The 

espective processes are strongly dependent on the specific prop- 

rties of hydrogen in zirconium alloys such as solubility, diffusion 

arameters, etc., as well as the operational conditions such as the 

otal amount of hydrogen ingress into the cladding, temperature 

rofile, and the fuel residence time in reactor core. While specific 

roperties related to hydrogen migration and redistribution in zir- 

onium alloys have been extensively studied [ 9 , 13 ], the mechanis- 

ic understanding of the environmental conditions that impact hy- 

rogen behaviors in the zirconium-based fuel cladding is still in- 

omplete. 

The total amount of hydrogen absorbed by the cladding, which 

s equivalent to the total amount of hydrogen involved in the mi- 

ration and redistribution in the cladding, is one of the most im- 

ortant factors that determine the hydrogen distribution inside the 

ladding. Morozumi et al. [14] experimentally tested the redistribu- 

ion of hydrogen in zirconium specimen with various initial hydro- 

en concentrations. They reported the initial hydrogen concentra- 

ion affected the location where the hydride was formed as well 

s the time when the steady-state was reached. These are factors 

hat contribute to the distribution of hydrogen. Kammenzind et al. 

15] conducted a large number of experiments under various ini- 

ial conditions, and reported the initial hydrogen concentration im- 

acted the redistributed hydrogen as well as the measured diffu- 

ion parameters. It was obvious that larger initial hydrogen amount 

roduced more hydrides over broader area of the specimen, but 
2 
he amount of hydrides did not increase linearly with respect to 

he initial hydrogen content. How initial hydrogen amount is cor- 

elated with the prediction of hydrogen distribution and physical 

arameters involved in the model is not fully understood. 

Hydrogen redistribution in cladding, often leading to hydride 

recipitation, is governed by the temperature environment; the 

emperature gradient drives the thermal diffusion of hydrogen and 

he precipitation and dissolution of hydride occur when the hydro- 

en concentration exceeds the solubility limit. The hydrogen diffu- 

ion driven by a temperature gradient, called the Soret effect, was 

rst observed in zirconium by Sawatzky [ 16 , 17 ] and many stud- 

es [ 14 , 15 , 18–23 ] have confirmed its existence. While most stud-

es [ 16–18 , 23 ] used one specific temperature gradient condition for 

ach to observe thermal diffusion of hydrogen, some presented 

istinct hydrogen behaviors under various sets of constant tem- 

erature gradients. Morozumi et al. [14] reported different val- 

es of heat of transport and distinct hydrogen distributions under 

hree different sets of temperature gradients. Kammenzind et al. 

15] also noticed the amounts of hydrides formed at the cold end 

iffered in various sets of temperature gradient conditions. Many 

tudies have assumed the heat of transport to be constant, but 

here are indications that they may vary depending upon the tem- 

erature range and gradient [ 14 , 15 , 17 , 20 ]. Furthermore, the solubil-

ty of hydrogen in the alloy, referred to as a terminal solid solubil- 

ty (TSS), varies exponentially with temperature [ 9 , 11 , 24–30 ] from

ess than 1 wt. ppm at room temperature, up to 300 wt. ppm at 

igh temperature of about 370 °C. 

Lastly, the annealing time, which represents the fuel residence 

ime in the reactor core, is of great interest in this paper as well. 

ugisaki et al. [18] revealed the distinct hydrogen distributions in 

he zirconium specimen from a series of experiments under three 

ifferent annealing time conditions. Hong et al. [23] measured hy- 

rogen distributions in Zircaloy-4 and modified Zircaloy-4 speci- 

ens annealed under a constant temperature gradient with two 

ifferent time conditions. They noted that the hydrogen distribu- 

ion in the sample became steeper as it was annealed longer, but 

id not provide any explanation of the impact of the annealing 

ime on the hydrogen behaviors. Nagase [31] carried out experi- 

ents using hydrided but unirradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes 

nder rapid heating conditions, annealed for a holding time in 

ange of 0–3600 s. The study presented the radial distribution and 

orphology of hydrides change depending on the temperature and 

olding time above a certain temperature, but could not distin- 

uish the respective contributions of temperature and annealing 

ime. 

The work presented here aims to better characterize the vari- 

us parameters involved in the hydrogen transport model imple- 

ented into BISON code, and improve the understanding of the 

ydrogen transport behaviors in zirconium-based fuel cladding un- 

er possible environmental conditions. The present paper includes 

ensitivity and uncertainty analysis of hydrogen transport model 

nder linear temperature gradients which are expected to be given 

uring the normal reactor operation. Typically, different temper- 

ture gradients in the axial, radial, and azimuthal directions ex- 

st in the fuel cladding during the reactor operation. Therefore, 

he hydrogen distribution driven by those gradients becomes in- 

omogeneous which results in the local high concentration of hy- 

ride. In particular, a radial hydride distribution observed in fuel 

ladding exposed to the LWR environment is highly concentrated 

ear the outer edge of the cladding where the temperature is the 

owest [32] . Targeting the predicted hydrogen at the coldest end 

f the sample, Zineb et al. [ 33 , 34 ] verified and validated the com-

rehensive model of hydrogen migration and redistribution, which 

as implemented in BISON code, and quantified the impact of un- 

ertainty of the physical parameters of the model. Extended from 

hese studies, this paper presents the quantified impacts of the en- 
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ironmental conditions on the prediction as well as the parameters 

sing the existing hydrogen transport models [35] , and establishes 

 framework for further analysis using improved model [36] . This 

ensitivity analysis (SA) technique is further used to support the 

ngoing experimental program from the University of Michigan, by 

roviding insights in the design of experiments, calibrating the ex- 

erimental data, and verifying the adequacy of the experiments. 

The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. 

ection 2 presents an overview of the background of hydrogen 

igration and redistribution models and of historic experiments 

enchmarked for this study. Section 3 describes the methodology 

sed to model the hydrogen behaviors in the zirconium cladding 

nd to analyze the impacts of input parameters on the prediction 

f hydrogen. Section 4 presents sensitivity and uncertainty analy- 

is of the hydrogen transport models for historic and ongoing ex- 

eriments. The results from sensitivity and uncertainty analysis in- 

orm the key parameters to be used for the optimization study. 

ection 5 presents a summary and conclusions. 

. Background 

.1. Hydrogen migration and redistribution model 

The existing model to elucidate hydrogen migration and redis- 

ribution in the zirconium alloy fuel cladding includes two princi- 

al physical phenomena: hydrogen diffusion in the solid solution 

n the zirconium-based alloy and hydride precipitation and disso- 

ution. When in solid solution hydrogen diffuses driven by the con- 

entration gradient according to Fick’s law, J Fick [37] , and the tem- 

erature gradient called the Soret effect, J Soret [16] . The total hydro- 

en flux J tot is the sum of each contribution given by 

 tot = J F ick + J Soret = −D H ∇ C SS − D H C SS Q 

∗

R T 2 
∇T (2) 

here C SS is the hydrogen concentration in solid solution in the 

irconium alloy matrix, Q 

∗ is the heat of transport, D H is the hy- 

rogen diffusion coefficient in zirconium-based cladding, R is the 

deal gas constant, and T is the temperature. 

Although the local stress state in the cladding affects the dis- 

ribution of dissolved hydrogen in a way of influencing migration 

38] or solubility limit [39] , current model in BISON does not in- 

lude the effect of stress for the following reasons: 

• the BISON model was initially developed based on experimen- 

tal observations for the evolution of the hydrides from the con- 

ditions in the cladding throughout the lifecycle of the fuel rod 

where the hydrides preferentially precipitate in the circumfer- 

ential direction and thus rarely cause any cracking behaviors 

[ 35 , 40 ], 

• the effect of stress on solubility, related to the delayed hydride 

cracking (DHC) [41] , has been reported in the literature [ 42 ]. 

However, the level of stress and stress gradient required in such 

circumstances is much higher than would be expected in our 

experiments in which no external stress was applied, 

• the stress-driven movement of hydrogen was observed when a 

flaw or notch-tip is present in the sample [43] , while the exper- 

iments referred to in this paper were conducted under a stress- 

free environment where no flaws were allowed. 

The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in zirconium follows Ar- 

henius’ law [ 11 , 16 , 44 , 45 ]: 

 H = A D exp 

(
− E D 

RT 

)
(3) 

here A D is a pre-exponential factor in units of m 

2 /s, E D is the

ctivation energy for diffusion of hydrogen in zirconium-based 

ladding in J/mol, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 
3 
Once the concentration of hydrogen exceeds the solubility limit 

n the alloy, zirconium hydride particles precipitate out of solu- 

ion, mostly observed as FCC delta hydrides ZrH 1.66 [40] . The vol- 

me fraction of hydrides formed depends on the total concentra- 

ion of hydrogen in the alloy and the alloy’s TSS for hydrogen. Pre- 

ious studies [ 24 , 26 , 28–30 ] indicated that the terminal solid solu-

ility for dissolution (TSS d ) was different from that for precipita- 

ion (TSS p ), while both were described by the Arrhenius formula: 

 S S p = A p exp 

(
−E p 

T 

)
(4) 

 S S d = A d exp 

(
−E d 

T 

)
(5) 

here A p and A d are pre-exponential factors in wt ppm, E p and E d 
re the activation energies in J/mol for TSS p and TSS d , respectively. 

In those studies the transient behavior of hydrogen in supersat- 

rated and undersaturated solid solution, the rate of precipitation 

nd dissolution S were accounted for by modeling a kinetic equa- 

ion [46] in which the constants are determined empirically and 

ollow an Arrhenius law: 

 SS > T S S p → S = α2 ( C SS − T S S p ) , where α = A αexp 

(
E α

RT 

)
(6) 

 S S p ≥ C SS > T S S d → S = 0 (7) 

 S S d ≥ C SS → S = β2 ( C SS − T S S d ) , where β = A βexp 

(
E β

RT 

)
�

(8) 

here α and β are precipitation and dissolution kinetic parame- 

ers, respectively, A α and A β are pre-exponential factors with units 

f s 1/2 , E α and E β are the activation energies in J/mol. 

However, a recent study by Lacroix et al. [36] brought an im- 

roved understanding of the physics that hydride precipitation 

as divided into nucleation of new hydrides and growth of ex- 

sting ones. According to a new model, called Hydride Nucleation- 

rowth-Dissolution (HNGD) model, the nucleation of new hydrides 

ccurs when the hydrogen content in solid solution is above the 

upersolubility limit (equivalent to TSS p ), and the growth of exist- 

ng hydrides occurs when the hydrogen content in solid solution 

s above thermodynamic solubility limit (equivalent to TSS d ). The 

issolution of hydrides happens below TSS d and is no longer con- 

idered instantaneous. These mechanisms occur at specific rates, 

etermined by kinetic parameters, as defined in Eqs. (9) –(11) . 

issolution : 
∂ C SS 

∂t 
= −K D ( C SS − T S S d ) ( (9)) 

ucleation : 
∂ C SS 

∂t 
= −K N ( C SS − T S S p ) (10) 

rowth : 
∂ C SS 

∂t 
= −K G ( C tot − T S S D ) p ( 1 − x ) ( −ln ( 1 − x ) ) 

1 −1 /p 

(11) 

here K D , K N , and K G are the kinetic parameters for dissolution, 

ucleation and growth in unit of s −1 , respectively, x is a measure 

f the advancement of the precipitation reaction, and p is the di- 

ensionality of the growth. 

Finally, the differential equations for the evolution of hydrogen 

oncentration in solid solution and for the evolution of the volume 

raction of δ-ZrH 1.66 , V δ are given by [40] : 

∂ V αC SS = −∇ · V α J tot − V αS, where V α ≡ 1 − V δ (12) 

∂t 
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∂ V δ

∂t 
= 

M Zr H 1 . 66 

M H 

V αS 

1 . 66 

(13) 

here V α is the volume fraction of the α-Zr phase. 

The BISON code uses a clamping factor, f c to accurately predict 

he measured thickness of a hydride rim, a radially localized hy- 

ride layer near the outer LWR cladding surface, for cases where 

he volume fraction of the hydride in the rim is much less than 

nity [35] . By modifying a clamping factor, BISON allows the user 

o constrain the maximum allowable volume fraction of hydrides 

o the maximum hydrogen content possible in a node so that the 

ydride is likely formed at more nodes, therefore thickening the 

ydride rim region. Note that the use of clamping factor is re- 

tricted to keep V α between 0 and 1. Several assumptions made 

or BISON model are described in the literature [35] . 

 αapparent 
= 1 − V δ

f c 
(14) 

We should note that the SA study presented in this paper was 

onducted in parallel with the implementation of the HNGD model 

n BISON and provided interesting physical insights onto the mod- 

ling process as well as associated uncertainties. While the hydro- 

en evolution and hydride precipitation model used in this work 

as been superseded recently by a more accurate model in BISON 

47] , the present study is valid because the prior model still takes 

nto account key mechanisms involved in the migration and pre- 

ipitation of hydrogen. Future uncertainty quantification (UQ) stud- 

es will use the newly implemented model in BISON with a more 

epresentative and relevant figure of merit such as the overall fit 

f the calculated hydrogen distribution over the whole curve. 

.2. Benchmarking experiments for hydrogen migration and 

edistribution model 

The experiments of hydrogen diffusion and precipitation dis- 

ussed in this paper were conducted by Kammenzind and re- 

iewed in a Masters project at Penn State University [48] . In a 

eries of experiments, specimens containing various amounts of 

ydrogen were annealed under stress-free environments applied 

arious temperature for periods of time ranging from weeks to 

onths in order to approach equilibrium. Initially, the specimens 

ith dimensions of 2.54 cm length, 1.27 cm width, and 0.127 cm 

hickness were weighed, and placed in a quartz bulb with a pre- 

eighed amount of zirconium hydride chips. The bulbs contain- 

ng specimens were vacuumed, sealed, and then annealed at high 

emperature, allowing the Zircaloy specimen to be homogeneously 

re-charged with hydrogen transferred as a gas from the zirco- 

ium hydride chips. At the end of the annealing process, the bulbs 

ere quickly cooled to prevent further hydrogen migration, and 

he initial hydrogen concentration was measured from one of half- 

ectioned pieces of each specimen. 

Once the specimens were pre-charged with hydrogen, they 

ere annealed in a furnace brick with a heat source at the left end

nd a heat sink at the right end, applying a linear thermal gradient 

o the specimen. Thermocouples located in four slots of the speci- 

ens at distances of 0.089 cm, 0.838 cm, 1.676 cm, and 2.451 cm 

rom the cold end, measured the temperatures of the specimen. 

he temperature at the cold end was targeted at either 260 °C, 

16 °C, 371 °C, or 427 °C, and the temperature gradient was tar- 

eted at either 66 °C/cm or 87 °C/cm, which made the hot end 

emperature 427 °C, 482 °C, 538 °C, 593 °C, 621 °C, or 649 °C. More

ot end conditions exist because either temperature gradient was 

pplied independently to the cold end. The annealing time ranged 

rom about ten to eighty days. The pre-charged hydrogen concen- 

ration of each specimen was targeted to be below TSS p for the 

owest specimen temperature so that no hydrides were present at 
4 
he start of annealing. After annealing, the specimens were quickly 

rought to room temperature to fix the hydrogen distribution. The 

otal hydrogen content as a result of hydrogen redistribution and 

recipitation was analyzed from the sectioned specimens. The de- 

ails in the experimental setup and process are described in [48] . 

The ongoing benchmarking experiments have been conducted 

y the University of Michigan aiming at measuring the value of the 

eat of transport necessary for the hydrogen migration models in 

ISON. The experimental procedure is similar to that of Kammen- 

ind’s experiment. A sample of ZIRLO material pre-charged with 

ydrides was subjected to differential heating using two heater 

artridges placed at the two opposite sides of the sample creating 

 linear temperature gradient across the sample. The specimens 

ad dimensions of 4 cm length, 1 cm width, and 0.06 cm thick- 

ess. The temperature at the cold end was in the range of 404 

464 °C, and the temperature gradient was targeted at either ~

1 °C/cm or ~ 30 °C/cm. The annealing time ranged from about five 

o thirty days. The sample started out with homogeneously dis- 

ributed hydrides and the temperature gradient caused a variation 

n the distribution of hydrogen over the sample. After the anneal- 

ng, the sample was removed from the experiment box and the 

ydrogen concentration was measured as a function of location by 

ectioning the sample into small segments. They determined the 

alue of heat of transport by fitting the measured hydrogen pro- 

le. 

. Methodology 

.1. Fuel performance code, BISON 

The benchmarking experiments for the hydrogen behaviors 

ere numerically simulated using the fuel performance code BI- 

ON. BISON [49] is an engineering-scale fuel performance code 

ased on the finite element method which was developed at Idaho 

ational Laboratory. It can solve the fully-coupled equations of 

tress equilibrium, heat conduction, and species diffusion for var- 

ous geometries including 3D solids, 2D plane, and 1D layer [49] . 

hile the modeling capability of BISON originally spans thermal 

nd mechanical behaviors of fuel as well as heat transfer be- 

ween fuel/cladding/coolant, previous studies implemented a com- 

rehensive model of hydrogen migration and redistribution in the 

ode [ 35 , 40 ]. Recent studies verified several key physics beneath 

he model [ 34–36 , 40 ], and validated the simulations by compar- 

ng them with historic experimental data [ 33 , 34 , 48 ]. Note that the

ontribution of stress field to hydrogen migration has not been im- 

lemented yet in the BISON code and thus the calculations are 

alid when no large stress gradients exist. 

The physical phenomena considered in the simulations of this 

aper are the diffusion of hydrogen driven by the concentration 

radient and the temperature gradient, and the hydrogen precipi- 

ation at the cold end of the specimen. The hydrogen concentration 

nside the specimen is governed by two different diffusion mecha- 

isms that cause hydrogen to migrate hydrogen in opposite direc- 

ions. Higher hydrogen concentration at the cold end of the spec- 

men is due to the Soret effect, which then enhances the Fickian 

iffusion that moves the hydrogen in the opposite direction. Ac- 

ording to the model in [ 35 , 40 ], when the hydrogen concentration

xceeds TSS p , the hydrogen is precipitated as a form of hydride, 

ormally near the cold end. The HNGD model accounting for hy- 

rogen behavior at the hysteresis region has been recently imple- 

ented [ 36 , 47 ], but will be dealt with in future work, not in the

resent paper. 

Several assumptions were made to make the BISON code able to 

imulate the hydrogen behaviors in the historical experiments de- 

cribed in Section 2.2 : the temperature gradient was linearly inter- 

olated between thermocouple readings, the total amount of hy- 
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Fig. 1. Example of predicted hydrogen distribution by BISON using default values for input parameters. 
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rogen in the specimen did not change during the calculation, and 

he hydrogen distribution did not depend on the width or thick- 

ess of the specimen (i.e. one-dimensional diffusion was assumed). 

he 40 mesh elements were split evenly throughout the geometry, 

nitial hydrogen concentration was equally assigned to each ele- 

ent at the beginning of simulations, and the simulations matched 

he time for the experiment anneals. At each time step, BISON 

omputed the concentrations of soluble hydrogen and zirconium 

ydrides by solving for diffusion, precipitation rates, dissolution 

ates, and the time derivatives of hydrogen concentration in solid 

olution. Then the code used kernels and material properties to 

valuate integral values associated with equations in Section 2.1 , 

nd computed the final hydrogen concentration at each mesh point 

long the sample. Fig. 1 shows a typical example of hydrogen dis- 

ribution predicted by BISON code using default input parameters. 

ISON code predicts the total hydrogen concentration at each node 

lotted as a dotted line. It clearly shows large hydride precipitation 

t the cold end. Total hydrogen concentration reported in Kam- 

enzind’s experiment was measured from each section of speci- 

en, like the circles in Fig. 1 . Therefore, when we compared pre- 

icted values to measured values, predicted values were averaged 

long each length, like the triangles in Fig. 1 , that corresponded to 

hat of each section reported in the experiment. 

.2. Global sensitivity analysis 

A global sensitivity analysis ranks the priority of system inputs 

hich affect the system output [ 50 , 51 ]. This ranking provides a

ath forward to identifying the most influential input parameters 

hat are responsible for the overall uncertainties of the system, 

nd/or to effectively reducing them. Furthermore, the sensitivity 

nalysis calculates the estimated uncertainties of the specific out- 

uts coupled with those considered for the system inputs. Among 

arious methods, variance-based techniques are commonly used in 

lobal sensitivity analyses because of their strengths in computa- 

ional efficiency and applicability for both linear and non-linear 

orrelation [52] . Sobol sensitivity analysis is one of the variance- 

ased methods that expresses the variance of the output as a fi- 

ite sum of terms of increasing order [ 53 , 54 ]. In Sobol sensitivity

nalysis, the first-order term, referred to as the first-order effect, 

epresents the influence of a given input alone and measures the 

irect impact it has on the output. The higher-order terms repre- 
5 
ent the attribution of the variance due to interactions with the 

ther input parameters. This measures the indirect contributions 

rom interactions between different inputs. 

Sobol indices for the first-order effect, S i , are defined as 

 i = 

V X i 

(
E X ∼i 

( f ( X ) | X i ) 
)

V ( f ( X ) ) 
(15) 

here X is the matrix of all factors, X i is the i-th factor, X ~i is the

atrix of all factors but X i , E(f( X )) is the expected value of f( X ),

(f( X )) is the variance of f( X ) , and E X ~i (f( X )|X i ) denotes the mean

f f( X ) taken over all possible values of X ~i while keeping X i fixed. 

The sum of the variances, referred to as the total effect of the 

obol indices, T i , is defined by the following formula: 

 i = 

E X ∼i 

(
V X i ( f ( X ) | X ∼i ) 

)
V ( f ( X ) ) 

(16) 

here V(f(X)|X ~i ) denotes the output variance conditional to fixing 

ll the variables except X i . 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Identification of the importance of environmental conditions to 

ydrogen behaviors 

.1.1. Convergence study 

Sobol sensitivity analysis of total hydrogen distributed at the 

old end of a specimen for linear temperature gradients was con- 

ucted with respect to the integrated set of input parameters. The 

et of input parameters included model parameters related to the 

ydrogen migration and redistribution model (e.g. heat of trans- 

ort, activation energy and pre-exponential factor for diffusion co- 

fficient, activation energy and pre-exponential factor for TSS p , ac- 

ivation energy and pre-exponential factor for TSS d , activation en- 

rgy and pre-exponential factor for the precipitation kinetic pa- 

ameter, hydride clamping factor) and experimental parameters re- 

ated to the environmental conditions (e.g. cold end temperature, 

emperature gradient, initial hydrogen content, annealing time). 

he ranges of model parameters used were taken from the liter- 

ture, and those of environmental conditions were bounded by ex- 

erimental knowledge. The input parameters and their respective 

anges are listed in Table I . 
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Table I 

Variation ranges for the major input parameters of the Sobol sensitivity analysis. 

Parameter Unit Lower bound Upper bound 

Heat of transport, Q ∗ J/mole 25000 50000 

Diffusion coefficient: activation energy, E D J/mole 30000 50000 

Diffusion coefficient: pre-exponential factor, A D m 

2 /s 10 −8 10 −6 

TSS p : activation energy, E p J/mole 28737 31183 

TSS p : pre-exponential factor, A p wt. ppm 124871 152620 

TSS d : activation energy, E d J/mole 32183 35782 

TSS d : pre-exponential factor, A d wt. ppm 95802 117091 

Precipitation kinetic parameter: activation energy, E α J/mole 37080 45320 

Precipitation kinetic parameter: pre-exponential factor, A α s 1/2 54 69 

Hydride clamping factor, f c - 0.5 1 

Cold end temperature, T c K 533 644 

Temperature gradient, �T K/cm 66.4 88.8 

Initial hydrogen content, C ini wt. ppm 37 265 

Annealing time, t a day 6 27 
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f  
The literature review showed a large scatter in the measure- 

ent data of interest for this study. Therefore, we set the range 

f variation of each input parameter to span measured values re- 

orted in the previous studies. For the heat of transport, the vari- 

tion range was set to 25,0 0 0 – 50,0 0 0 J/mole to envelop re-

orted values from Sawatzky [17] and Kammenzind et al. [15] . The 

ange of the activation energy of diffusion coefficient of hydro- 

en in Zircaloy-4 came from 450 0 0 J/mole conducted by Kearns 

37] and Kammenzind et al. who found 330 0 0 J/mole [15] . The

anges of variation in activation energies for TSS p and TSS d were 

et to about + 15 % from reported values in [55] , and those of pre-

xponential constants for TSS p and TSS d were set to about ± 10 % 

rom values reported in [ 30 ] that were implemented in BISON. The 

nput variables for the precipitation kinetic parameter were varied 

bout ± 10 % from the measured value reported in [15] . Note that 

ariation ranges of some input parameters were slightly adjusted 

o span previously measured values, and we used exact values of 

ach parameter listed in Table I for this study. The variation ranges 

f environmental parameters were determined to envelop condi- 

ions from a set of experiments conducted by Kammenzind [15] . 

In this study, the predicted total hydrogen concentration at the 

old end was chosen as the key Figure of Merit (FoM). Under the 

inear temperature gradient, the last node at the cold end was the 

oint where the hydrides were most likely to precipitate, and the 

recipitation produced the largest discrepancy between predicted 

ydrogen concentration and experimental data (See Fig. 1 ). The 

resent paper assumed that the total hydrogen concentration at 

he cold end was representative of the full profile in the accuracy 

f prediction aspect. To support this assumption, normalized Sobol 

ndices computed for total hydrogen concentration at the cold end 

nd the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) were compared. The nor- 

alized Sobol index, NT i , was defined as in Eq. (17) to compare 

obol indices computed for different FoMs. 

 T i = T i / �T i (17) 

The RMSE was calculated for the predicted hydrogen concen- 

ration at different positions in the sample compared to the ex- 

ected experimental data conducted by Kammenzind et al. [15] , 

hich was defined as: 

MSE = 

√ ∑ ( Y exp −Y pre ) 
2 

M 

(18) 

here Y exp is the expected hydrogen concentration based on the 

xperimental results, Y pre is the predicted hydrogen concentration 

y BISON simulation, M is the number of sections in the sample 

here the hydrogen content was measured in the experiments. 

ote that Y pre was the averaged value for each section correspond- 

ng to that in the experiments. 
6 
Fig. 2 presents normalized Sobol indices computed for the to- 

al hydrogen concentration at the cold end and the RMSE. Note 

hat each notation for corresponding input parameter can be found 

n Table I . Differences in Sobol indices computed for the hydrogen 

oncentration at the cold end and the RMSE were mostly within 

0 %, maximum of 15 % for E p , and the rank of respective parame-

er was found to be same. This indicates that the priority of input 

arameters as well as the sensitivity of accuracy in prediction of 

ydrogen distribution remain valid with respect to each parame- 

er, when the total hydrogen concentration at cold end is chosen 

s FoM. Furthermore, the predicted hydrogen concentration at the 

old end as a FoM had its advantage in predicting ongoing experi- 

ent where there was no measured data to compare with. Finally, 

ollowing sensitivity analyses were conducted for the total hydro- 

en concentration at the cold end as a FoM. 

All Sobol indices for the first-order and total effects were eval- 

ated using Saltelli’s scheme that extended the Sobol sequence in 

uch a way as to reduce the error rates in the resulting sensitivity 

ndex calculations [56] . As a result, the sampler generated a total of 

 ×(2 k + 2) model runs where k indicates the number of input vari-

bles and N indicates the number of sample size. During the com- 

utation process, it was important to determine the sample size 

eeded to obtain reliable Sobol indices, while reducing the overall 

omputational time. The convergence criterion for the sample size 

s defined by the width of the 95 % confidence intervals for Sobol 

ndices. A value of the width of the confidence interval being close 

o zero indicated that the Sobol index has converged, and the ab- 

olute threshold value of 0.05 was considered to be reasonable for 

he normalized Sobol indices in the previous studies [ 57 , 58 ]. 

The convergence study was performed to determine the sam- 

le size and assess the convergence of the sensitivity indices. Note 

hat only Sobol indices of model parameters were tested under 

xed environmental conditions in order to reduce the number of 

otal runs and consequent computational burden. The width of the 

5% confidence intervals for Sobol indices of respective input vari- 

bles were computed, and the evolutions of Sobol indices and 95% 

onfidence intervals were plotted as a function of the sample size, 

s shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . The Sobol indices show oscillations at 

maller sample size but become stable as the sample size is in- 

reased. Fig. 4 shows that the width of 95 % confidence level goes 

elow 0.05 at the sample size of 4,0 0 0 which is consistent with 

he point where the Sobol indices have converged. Note that the 

egative but significantly close to zero value of Sobol index was 

btained due to numerical error, though it could be assumed to be 

ero if the confidence interval was within the convergence criteria 

59] . The convergence of Sobol indices representing first order ef- 

ect was also verified as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 . All the following
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Fig. 2. Comparison of normalized Sobol indices of respective parameter computed for predicted total hydrogen concentration at the cold end and the RMSE. 

Fig. 3. Evolution of Sobol indices for total effect as a function of sample size. 

Fig. 4. Evolution of 95 % confidence intervals of Sobol indices for total effect as a function of sample size. 
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nalyses in this paper used a sample size of 4,0 0 0 for the compu-

ation of Sobol indices. 

.1.2. Quantification of effects of environmental conditions 

Sobol indices for both the total and first-order effects of inputs 

n the predicted hydrogen concentration were computed at the 

old end under a sharp temperature profile, as shown in Fig. 7 . 

t was found that the initial hydrogen content plays a dominant 
7 
ole in the prediction of total hydrogen concentration at the cold 

nd. Since the initial hydrogen content directly determined the ex- 

ected total hydrogen content distributed along the specimen, it 

as reasonable that the initial hydrogen content gave the largest 

obol indices for total and first order effect. In particular, when 

he linear temperature profile was applied, the cold end was the 

oint where the hydrogen concentration was the highest and the 

recipitation more likely happened. The second largest Sobol in- 
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Fig. 5. Evolution of Sobol indices for first order effect as a function of sample size. 

Fig. 6. Evolution of 95 % confidence intervals of Sobol indices for total effect as a function of sample size. 

Fig. 7. Sobol indices of input parameters for the total hydrogen content at the cold end of specimen. 

8 
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Fig. 8. Scatter plot of predicted hydrogen content at cold end with respect to: (a) initial hydrogen content, (b) heat of transport, (c) activation energy for precipitation kinetic 

parameter. 
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ex for the first order effect came from the activation energy of 

he precipitation kinetic parameter, E α , which is a direct term in 

he calculation of the hydride precipitation at the cold end. For the 

ame reason, diffusion parameters ( E D and A D ) give some contribu- 

ions to the prediction of hydrogen as the sum of first order Sobol 

ndices for E D and A D is comparable to the sum of precipitation 

inetic parameters ( E α and A α). 

Of the parameters related to environmental conditions, the 

obol index for the first order effect of cold end temperature, T c 
9 
as the second largest since it defined the minimum temperature 

ondition along the specimen. The effect of cold end temperature 

as largely enhanced when it came to total effect showing large 

nteractive effects with most of the other model parameters. This is 

ecause the hydrogen behaviors, in particular the diffusion in solid 

olution and solid solubilities, are highly dependent on the temper- 

ture. Note that the Sobol indices for total effect of all the model 

arameters were largely increased compared to the first order ef- 

ect, which was a consequence of the complexity and nonlinear- 
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Fig. 9. Sobol indices of input parameters for hydrogen prediction at the cold end of specimen: (a) hydrogen concentration in the solid solution, (b) amount of hydrogen 

precipitated as hydride. 
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ty of the hydrogen model. Compared to the Sobol indices of cold 

nd temperature, those of temperature gradient, �T were small. 

lthough the temperature gradient specified the temperature pro- 

le along the specimen, it did not affect any other mechanisms 

ncluded in BISON model except for the hydrogen diffusion driven 

y Soret effect, thus produced small Sobol indices for total and first 

rder effects. Interestingly, the annealing time had a minor impact 

n the hydrogen prediction, implying that the steady-state equi- 

ibrium in hydrogen migration and redistribution could be reached 

uring any annealing time within the range in this study. 

The scatter plots of predicted total hydrogen concentration at 

he cold end are shown in Fig. 8 (a)-(c), with respect to chosen pa-

ameters; the initial hydrogen content ( C ini ), the heat of transport 

 Q 

∗), and the activation energy for the precipitation kinetic param- 

ter ( E p ). Note that these parameters were chosen because they 

ere found to be the most significant parameters among those re- 

ated to respective mechanism: C ini among environmental param- 

ters ( T c , �T, C ini , t a ), Q 

∗ among the diffusion-related parameters

 Q 

∗, E D , A D ), and E p among the precipitation/dissolution-related pa- 

ameters ( E p , A p , E d , A d , E α , A α , f c ). Fig. 8 (a) presents the pre-

icted hydrogen concentration has a strongly positive correlation 

ith the initial hydrogen content. As the initial hydrogen content 

ncreased, the maximum amount of hydrogen that could be pre- 

ipitated at the cold end increased almost linearly. Furthermore, 

he predicted hydrogen concentration largely varied as the initial 

ydrogen content increased. This indicated that the predicted hy- 
10 
rogen concentration became more sensitive to the input parame- 

ers as total amount of hydrogen content in the sample increased. 

hese results implied that we could predict the maximum amount 

f hydrogen concentrated at the cold end using the initial hydro- 

en content along the specimen, but the prediction of the exact 

alue produced a large uncertainty when a large amount of hy- 

rogen was initially charged. Fig. 8 (b) presents that large scatters 

re found over the entire range of the heat of transport, and the 

redicted hydrogen concentration shows a weak dependency on 

he heat of transport. This accounted for the large Sobol index for 

he total effect of the heat of transport with small Sobol index for 

he first order effect, and represented very strong interactions with 

ther parameters. Thus, the uncertainty in the prediction of hydro- 

en was effectively reduced only if the estimation of the heat of 

ransport accompanied the accurate measurement of other param- 

ters. The activation energy for the precipitation kinetic parame- 

er presented the strong negative correlation with the precipitated 

ydrogen at the cold end as shown in Fig. 8 (c). This could be de-

cribed in the same manner as for the initial hydrogen content. 

he uncertainty in the predicted hydrogen concentration increased 

ith decreasing activation energy for the precipitation kinetic pa- 

ameter. 

Fig. 9 (a)-(b) show the computed Sobol indices of input parame- 

ers on the predicted hydrogen concentration in solid solution and 

he amount of hydrogen precipitated as hydride, respectively. For 

he hydrogen in solid solution, the cold end temperature and the 
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Fig. 10. Scatter plot of predicted amount of hydrogen precipitated as hydride with respect to the initial hydrogen content and the activation energy for precipitation kinetic 

parameter. 
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nitial hydrogen content gave significant effects, for they directly 

stimated the hydrogen distribution in the sample. Diffusion pa- 

ameters also provided some effects due to thermal diffusion phe- 

omenon that led to the hydrogen concentrating preferentially at 

he cold end. The dissolution parameters and the precipitation ki- 

etic parameters were not relevant to the hydrogen in solid solu- 

ion. On the other hand, Sobol indices computed for the amount 

f hydrogen precipitated as hydride, as shown in Fig. 9 (b), were 

early equal to those for the total hydrogen concentration (See 

ig. 7 ). This implied that the contributions of each input param- 

ter on the total hydrogen concentration at the cold end were de- 

ermined by how they influenced to the hydrogen precipitated as 

ydride rather than the hydrogen in solid solution, and thus the 

ensitivity of total hydrogen concentration was highly dependent 
11 
n the precipitation of hydride. To support the explanation, we 

nalyzed scatter plots of both hydrogen concentration in solid so- 

ution and amount of hydrogen precipitated as hydride. The scat- 

er plots of amount of hydrogen precipitated as hydride shown in 

ig. 10 (a)-(b) present similar trends in the prediction with respect 

o key parameters as those for the total hydrogen concentration 

See Fig. 8 (a) and (c)). This supported that the prediction of total 

ydrogen concentration at the cold end was highly dependent on 

he estimation of how much hydrogen precipitates. 

It was noticeable that some extreme combinations of exper- 

mental conditions produced predicted hydrogen concentrations 

utside the physically acceptable range. This is because the devel- 

ped framework for the sensitivity analysis independently chose 

he input parameters from each set. Thus, the comparison studies 
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Fig. 11. Sobol indices of input parameters computed for cases: (a) A10b case with initial hydrogen content of 62 wt.ppm, (b) A09b case with initial hydrogen content of 

108 wt.ppm. 
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ere conducted to reveal the respective impact of environmental 

onditions on the sensitivity of predicted hydrogen concentration, 

s presented in the following section. 

.2. Respective impact of environmental conditions to relevant 

henomenon 

This section presents comparison studies for the specific exper- 

mental cases conducted by Kammenzind to reveal the respective 

mpact of environmental conditions on the predicted hydrogen be- 

aviors and their sensitivity with respect to the input parameters. 

or each comparison study, two experimental cases that have dis- 

inct values for the specific environmental condition of interest 

ith other conditions being the same were chosen. Note that all 

obol indices were computed for the total hydrogen concentration 

t the cold end. 

.2.1. Initial hydrogen content 

Fig. 11 presents the Sobol indices of input parameters computed 

ith different initial hydrogen contents. Both A10b and A09b had 
12 
he cold end temperature of 589 K, linear temperature gradient 

f 66.4 K/cm, and annealing time of 32 days. While A10b case 

ad initial hydrogen content of 62 wt.ppm, A09b case had that of 

08 wt.ppm. For A10b case where the initial hydrogen content was 

mall, the total hydrogen concentration at the cold end was only 

ependent on the diffusion parameters. Hardly occurrence of pre- 

ipitation due to small initial hydrogen content reduced the con- 

ribution of precipitation parameters and enhanced that of diffu- 

ion parameters. On the other hand, when the initial hydrogen 

ontent was large enough to produce the precipitation, the sig- 

ificance of precipitation parameters was enhanced as shown in 

ig. 11 (b) for A09b case. Therefore, the computed Sobol indices of 

recipitation parameters involved in both steady-state equilibrium 

TSS p , TSS d ) and dynamic equilibrium (kinetic parameter) signifi- 

antly increased. 

Fig. 12 presents the scatter plots of predicted hydrogen concen- 

ration for each case with respect to the heat of transport that was 

hosen to show the most distinct trends. At the cold end temper- 

ture of 589 K, the minimum and maximum values of TSS p were 
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Fig. 12. Scatter plot of total hydrogen concentration at the cold end with respect to heat of transport: (a) A10b case, (b) A09b case. 
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23 and 449 wt.ppm, respectively, and those of TSS d were 67 and 

71 wt.ppm, respectively. Note that the scales on the y-axis are 

ifferent between the two scatter plots. When the amount of pre- 

harged hydrogen was insufficient to drive the precipitation pro- 

ess, as shown in Fig. 12 (a), all of the hydrogens remained in solid

olution. As the heat of transport increased, the enhanced ther- 

al diffusion by the Soret effect led more hydrogen to be con- 

entrated at the cold end. However, when the amount of initial 

ydrogen content along the specimen was large enough, precipita- 

ion phenomena occurred at the cold end if the heat of transport 

as large enough to overcome TSS p (from Q 

∗ = ~ 35,0 0 0 J/mole 

n Fig. 12 (b)). Once precipitation occurred, the contribution of hy- 

rides amount precipitated to the predicted amount of total hy- 

rogen at the cold end began to increase. As more hydrogen was 

ikely to precipitate as hydride at the cold end (increasing Q 

∗ in 

ig. 12 (b)), variation in total hydrogen amount predicted by BISON 

ode became larger, indicating the prediction was more sensitive 

o input parameters. In other words, when large amount of hydro- 

en is expected to precipitate, the uncertainty in the prediction of 

ydrogen behavior will increase. Since the initial hydrogen content 

t

13 
ave significant effect on the amount of precipitated hydride, we 

onclude that the increase in initial hydrogen content could make 

t more difficult to accurately predict the hydrogen distribution at 

he end. 

.2.2. Cold end temperature 

In this section, Sobol indices for two cases, A46 and A09b, 

ith different cold end temperatures are compared. A46 had the 

old end temperature of 533 K, linear temperature gradient of 

6.8 K/cm, annealing time of 77 days, and initial hydrogen con- 

ent of 101 wt.ppm, while A09b had 589 K, 66.4 K/cm, 32 days, 

nd 108 wt.ppm, respectively. First, the Sobol indices of input pa- 

ameters were computed from the simulations under the cold end 

emperature of 533 K and 589 K, as shown in Fig. 13 (a) and (b),

espectively. When the cold end temperature was low, the pre- 

ipitation of hydrogen was more likely to occur due to the small 

SS p . As a result, the precipitation kinetic parameter, which de- 

ermined the amount of hydrogen precipitated as a hydride, con- 

ributed the most to the final hydrogen concentration. However, as 

he cold end temperature increased, the computed Sobol index of 
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Fig. 13. Sobol indices of input parameters computed for cases: (a) A46 case with cold end temperature of 533 K, (b) A09b case with cold end temperature of 589 K. 
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recipitation kinetic parameter was significantly reduced. In other 

ords, the precipitation of hydrogen at the cold end was depen- 

ent more on TSS p than precipitation kinetic parameter, when the 

old end temperature is high. This is because the final hydrogen 

oncentration was highly dependent on whether precipitation oc- 

urred, when the high temperature raised the TSS p value at the 

old end. Furthermore, once the TSS p was reached, the precipita- 

ion occurred rapidly due to high kinetic parameter at higher tem- 

erature. Thus, the precipitation was effectively controlled by the 

SS p , and this led to the lower sensitivity to the kinetic parameter 

han to the TSS p . 

Scatter plots of predicted hydrogen concentration, as shown in 

ig. 14 , supported the above explanation that the high tempera- 

ure made it hard to exceed TSS p at the cold end where precipi- 

ation took place. While the predicted hydrogen was scattered for 

46 case with lower cold end temperature as shown in Fig. 14 (a), 

here was a threshold behavior in the predicted hydrogen concen- 

ration as a function of the activation energy of TSS p for A09b case 

ith higher cold end temperature, as presented in Fig. 14 (b). And 

he rapid increase in the predicted hydrogen concentration after 

s

14 
he threshold point indicated the vigorous precipitation driven by 

igh kinetic parameter described above. In summary, low temper- 

ture condition favored occurrence of hydrogen precipitation, and 

his resulted in large scattering of prediction of final hydrogen con- 

entration. On the other hand, prediction of hydrogen under high 

emperature produced large uncertainties only within the range 

here the diffusing hydrogen in solid solution overcame the TSS p 
nd thus led to the rapid precipitation phenomenon. 

.2.3. Linear temperature gradient 

Comparison of Sobol indices computed for cases with differ- 

nt linear temperature gradients is presented in Fig. 15 . A26a had 

he cold end temperature of 533 K, linear temperature gradient of 

6.8 K/cm, annealing time of 27 days, and initial hydrogen content 

f 48 wt.ppm, while A26b had 533 K, 88.8 K/cm, 54 days, and 47 

t.ppm, respectively. The results revealed that the contributions of 

iffusion parameters and TSS p were weakened as the temperature 

radient increased, and the Sobol indices for the total effect of the 

eat of transport and precipitation kinetic parameter remained the 

ame. The strong thermal diffusion of hydrogen toward the cold 
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Fig. 14. Scatter plot of total hydrogen concentration at the cold end with respect to activation energy of TSS p : (a) A46 case, (b) A09b case. 
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nd, driven by the large temperature gradient, led to more hydro- 

en to accumulate. This made the hydrogen concentration at the 

old end easily overcame the threshold of precipitation. This re- 

uced the contribution of TSS p , while keeping that of the heat of 

ransport. Note that the Sobol indices for the first order effect of 

he heat of transport and the activation energy for precipitation ki- 

etic parameter significantly increased as the temperature gradient 

ncreased. This indicated that the strong Soret effect reduced the 

nteractive effects among the parameters, and at the same time, 

nhanced the independent effects of those two parameters. 

Scatter plots of predicted hydrogen shown in Fig. 16 present the 

ccurrence of precipitation of hydride at lower value of the heat of 

ransport for A26b case where the temperature gradient is larger. 

or A26a case, the heat of transport over ~35,0 0 0 J/mole is needed

o proceed the precipitation, while only about 27,500 J/mole of 

he heat of transport was enough to produce precipitated hydride 

t the temperature gradient of 88.8 K/cm as shown in Fig. 16 (b). 

forementioned description that the precipitated hydrogen pro- 

uced large uncertainty in the prediction, accounted for more scat- 

t

15 
ered points at the large temperature gradient case where the pre- 

ipitation process easily occurred. 

.2.4. Annealing time 

Fig. 17 presents the computed Sobol indices of input parame- 

ers for two cases annealed over the different periods of time. A10a 

ad the cold end temperature of 589 K, linear temperature gradi- 

nt of 66.4 K/cm, annealing time of 15 days, and initial hydrogen 

ontent of 64 wt.ppm, while A26b had 589 K, 66.4 K/cm, 32 days, 

nd 62 wt.ppm, respectively. While only diffusion parameters con- 

ributed to the final prediction of hydrogen for both cases, their 

obol indices were slightly different from each other. The sum of 

obol indices for the total effect of the diffusion coefficient were 

omparable to the Sobol index of the heat of transport for the low 

nnealing time case. When the sample was exposed to the temper- 

ture gradient for the long-time case, the heat of transport dom- 

nated the prediction of hydrogen concentration. This is because 

he strong thermal diffusion due to the linear temperature gradi- 
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Fig. 15. Sobol indices of input parameters computed for cases: (a) A26a case with temperature gradient of 66.8 K/cm, (b) A26b case with temperature gradient of 88.8 K/cm. 
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nt lasted for the long time, and thus importance of the heat of 

ransport increased. 

Fig. 18 presents scatter plots of predicted hydrogen concentra- 

ion at the cold end between the two cases. The maximum varia- 

ions in the predicted hydrogen concentration generated from the 

espective case were nearly the same. This indicated that the an- 

ealing time had little influence on the uncertainty in the predic- 

ion, for the fast equilibrium in the hydrogen diffusion behavior 

as achieved in the considered experimental conditions. Note that 

he relatively high cold end temperature (589 K for both cases) 

ed to all the hydrogen remaining in solid solution over the entire 

ange of the heat of transport 

.3. Optimization study for best-predictive hydrogen model 

This section presents the optimization study using the results 

rom the Sobol sensitivity analysis to improve the accuracy of pre- 

ictive model for the hydrogen distribution in BISON code. We 

sed an approach consistent with the literature [ 33 ]. To develop 

n optimized set of BISON predictions, we used a global stepping 
16 
lgorithm with a local minimizer at each step [ 34 ]. The basin- 

opping method [60] was used for the global optimization method 

n this study. The basin-hopping method has been shown to be 

seful for complex nonlinear optimization problems with multiple 

anges of variables [61] . The basin-hopping optimization is com- 

osed of three main features at each iterative step: producing 

andom perturbation of the coordinates, finding local minimum, 

hoosing to accept or reject the new coordinates based on the min- 

mized function value. The acceptance test we used is the standard 

etropolis Hastings algorithm, as part of the Markov chain Monte 

arlo (MCMC) algorithms [62] . 

The RMSE was calculated to assess the accuracy of the model 

redictions [63] . RMSE always has a positive value, and approach- 

ng a value of zero indicates an improving prediction of hydro- 

en distribution in comparison with the experimental results. The 

tudies presented in Section 4.3 aims to answer two questions: (1) 

hether a single set of input parameters that can accurately pre- 

ict the hydrogen distributions from various cases exists or not, 

2) if not, what parameters should be investigated and how their 

anges should be adjusted to enhance the accuracy of prediction. 
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Fig. 16. Scatter plot of total hydrogen concentration at the cold end with respect to heat of transport: (a) A26a case, (b) A26b case. 

Table II 

Experimental conditions for chosen cases and their measured heat of transport values. 

Cases Annealing Time [day] Cold end Temp. [K] Hot end Temp. [K] Initial hydrogen content [wt.ppm] Measured Q ∗ [J/mole] 

A09b case 32 589 755 108 33581 

A46 case 77 533 700 101 23200 

A10a case 15 589 755 64 30055 

A45 case 77 533 700 85 29185 
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o answer these questions, we chose several experimental cases 

nd found certain ranges of key input parameters that minimized 

he RMSE between BISON predictions and the experimental data. 

he experimental cases chosen for this study are summarized in 

able II including the measured heat of transport values for respec- 

ive cases. The variation ranges for input parameters were same as 

hose listed in Table I , while that for heat or transport was set to

20 % from measured value of each case. 

Based on the sensitivity analysis results, we chose significant 

arameters for A09b case which have Sobol indices larger than 
17 
.1 (See Fig. 12 (b)): heat of transport, activation energy and pre- 

xponential coefficient for diffusion coefficient, activation energy 

nd pre-exponential coefficient for TSS p , activation energy for pre- 

ipitation kinetic parameter. Among the predictions made by BI- 

ON code using a range of chosen parameters, those less than 20 

 in RMSE value are plotted with the experimental data, as shown 

n Fig. 19 . Note that the error of 20 % came from the maximum

ncertainty in measurement of the heat of transport in Kammen- 

ind’s experiment [48] , and the error bars in Fig. 19 indicate ± 20 

 from the measured values in the experiments. It was found that 
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Fig. 17. Sobol indices of input parameters computed for cases: (a) A10a with annealing time of 15 days, (b) A10b with annealing time of 32 days. 
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he discrepancy between the predictions and measured values was 

he largest for results at the cold end, as expected. 

Fig. 20 (a)-(c) present more detailed evidence on the calibrated 

ets of parameters that minimize the RMSE. Note that error bar in 

-axis indicates total hydrogen concentration at cold end predicted 

ithin ± 20 % from experimental data, and the red area repre- 

ents the range of each parameter. The scatter plots of predictions 

n Fig. 20 (a) indicated that total hydrogen concentration at the cold 

nd was accurately predicted when the heat of transport was large. 

urthermore, Fig. 20 (b) and (c) present accurate prediction of hy- 

rogen distribution was made in the range of high activation en- 

rgy and low pre-exponential coefficient of TSS p , which provided 

mall TSS p . Large heat of transport and small TSS p imply enhanced 

oret effect and low threshold of which combination led to precip- 

tation more likely to occur. From this result, we assumed that the 

ISON simulations produced accurate hydrogen predictions when 

he sets of parametric ranges were shifted to enable more precip- 

tation to occur at the cold end. Other cases with different condi- 

ions were analyzed using same method to support the explana- 

ion. 
18 
Using the same approach, the prediction less than 20 % in RMSE 

alue for A46 case where more precipitated hydrogen were ex- 

ected (See Fig. 14 (a)) were plotted with the experimental data 

hown in Fig. 21 . Steep hydrogen distribution produced some dis- 

repancy at the point next to the cold end, but still that at the left

nd point contributes the most to the RMSE value. The small TSS p 
ue to low temperature allowed the hydrogen in solid solution to 

e more likely to precipitate as hydrides. This made the final hy- 

rogen concentration at the cold end easily reached the value mea- 

ured from the experiments. Fig. 22 shows that the number of pre- 

ictions less than 20 % in RMSE value is larger for A46 case com- 

ared to that for A09b case. The scatters plots in Fig. 22 (a) and (b)

resent more data points are made within 20 % of error and they 

pread to large area in the range of each parameter. This indicates 

he accuracy of prediction become insensitive to sets of paramet- 

ic ranges when large precipitation of hydride is expected with any 

alues of input parameters, and this is consistent with the assump- 

ion made from A09b case. 

Lastly, the optimization study for A10a case, where the precipi- 

ation process at the cold end hardly occurred (See Fig. 18 (a)), was 
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Fig. 18. Scatter plot of total hydrogen concentration at the cold end with respect to heat of transport: (a) A10a case, (b) A10b case. 

Fig. 19. Plots of predicted hydrogen distributions less than 20 % of RMSE for A09b case. 

19 
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Fig. 20. Scatter plots of total hydrogen concentrations at the cold end within 20 % of the RMSE with respect to: (a) heat of transport, (b) TSS p : activation energy, (c) TSS p : 

pre-exponential coefficient. 

20 
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Fig. 21. Plots of predicted hydrogen distributions less than 20% of RMSE for A46 case. 

Fig. 22. Scatter plots of total hydrogen concentrations at the cold end within 20 % of the RMSE for A46 case, with respect to: (a) heat of transport, (b) TSS p : activation 

energy. 

21 
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Fig. 23. Plots of predicted hydrogen distributions less than 20% of RMSE for A10a case. 

Fig. 24. Scatter plots of total hydrogen concentrations at the cold end within 20 % of the RMSE for A10a case, with respect to heat of transport. 
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onducted. Fig. 23 presents the predictions of hydrogen concentra- 

ion less than 20 % in the RMSE for A10a case plotted with the 

xperimental data, and Fig. 24 shows scatters of those with re- 

pect to heat of transport. Most of the predictions were accurate, 

nd the gradual hydrogen distribution produced small discrepancy 

long the sample. This is because the final hydrogen concentra- 

ions were equivalent to those in the solid solution as precipitation 

id not occur, and the sensitivity of hydrogen in solid solution was 

ound to be small. However, Fig. 24 represents that strong ther- 

al diffusion driven by large heat of transport resulted in the high 

oncentration of hydrogen at the cold end, and made it be close to 

he measured value. Therefore, the thermal diffusion of hydrogen 

as another important process whose representation in the cur- 

ent hydrogen model needed to be improved to achieve accurate 

rediction. 

The calibrated set of parametric ranges, which enhanced dif- 

usion toward the cold end and precipitation of hydrogen at that 

oint, was applied to A45 case to verify that the optimized win- 

ows for the parameters led to the best prediction. Note that only 

he range of higher activation energy for TSS p and lower activa- 

ion energy for diffusion coefficient was considered in the study 

g

22 
or A45 case, as shown in Fig. 25 (a) and (b). The scatter plots in-

icated that most of the predictions were given within 20 % of the 

MSE value, and this represented high accuracy of hydrogen pre- 

ictive model when using the optimized set of parametric ranges. 

urthermore, Fig. 25 (c) presents little sensitivity of the prediction 

ith respect to the heat of transport, and infers the uncertainty 

n the estimation of heat of transport no longer influences that in 

he BISON simulation for the hydrogen distribution. Therefore, it 

as verified that the use of Sobol sensitivity analysis resulted to 

valuate the calibrated set of parameters and its application to the 

pecific cases reduced the overall uncertainties and enhanced the 

ccuracy of the model. 

.4. Sensitivity analysis of benchmarking experiments 

The sensitivity and uncertainty analysis used in this study was 

pplied to calibrate the ongoing benchmarking experiments con- 

ucted by University of Michigan within the scope of the project. 

or the BISON simulations of ongoing experiments, the sample 

escribed in Section 2.2 was modeled with linear temperature 

radient. The 40 mesh elements were split evenly throughout 
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Fig. 25. Scatter plots of total hydrogen concentrations at the cold end within 20 % of the RMSE for A45 case, with respect to: (a) activation energy for TSSp, (b) activation 

energy for diffusion coefficient, (c) heat of transport. 

23 
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Fig. 26. Sobol indices of input parameters for the total hydrogen content at the cold end of specimen in the benchmarking experiments. 

Fig. 27. Scatters plot of total hydrogen concentration at the cold end with respect to the initial hydride content in benchmarking experiments. 

Table III 

Adjusted variation range of experimental parameters for the benchmarking ex- 

periments. 

Parameter Unit Lower bound Upper bound 

Cold end temperature, T c K 670 750 

Temperature gradient, �T K/cm 20 40 

Initial hydrogen content, C ini wt. ppm 100 200 

Annealing time, t a day 25 35 
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he geometry, initial hydrogen concentration was equally assigned 

o each element at the beginning of simulations, and the sim- 

lations matched the time for the experiment anneals. Table III 

resents the experimental conditions designed in this series of 

xperiments while variation range of model parameters remains 

ame. 

When the experimental conditions were replaced with those 

rom benchmarking experiments, the impacts of all the model pa- 

ameters were suppressed except for heat of transport, as shown 

n Fig. 26 . It indicated that only heat of transport matters in those 

onditions, or we could evaluate solely the effect of heat of trans- 

ort from the experiments. It is desirable because the experimen- 

al studies aim to evaluate heat of transport for the improvement 

f hydrogen model. The effect of cold end temperature was also 

educed while the effect of temperature gradient was enhanced. It 

ame from the increased minimum temperature over the specimen 

hat suppressed the precipitation and dissolution dynamics during 

nnealing. This could account for the enhanced effect of temper- 
24 
ture gradient, as the hydrogen diffusion in solid solution became 

ominant physics in such high temperature condition. As shown in 

ig. 27 , one can still find the strong linear correlation between the 

redicted hydrogen and the initial hydrogen content. However, the 

djusted experimental conditions led to all the predictions place 

ithin the physically acceptable range, and narrowed the absolute 

ariations that implied the reduction of overall uncertainties asso- 

iated with the experiments. The following studies are focused on 

he calibration of specific test conditions. 

The Sobol indices computed for the benchmarking experiments 

lways represented the significant contributions of diffusion pa- 

ameters on the predicted hydrogen concentration, as shown in 

ig. 28 . By comparing the environmental conditions of historical 

xperiments, the small temperature gradient from benchmarking 

xperiments was the major attribution to the results that repre- 

ented less precipitation of hydrogen at the cold end. Since the 

ighest concentration of hydrogen at the cold end was a result 

rom the Soret effect driven by a linear temperature gradient, it 

as obvious that the small temperature gradient led to less hy- 

rogen diffusion toward the cold end. Overall, the dominance of 

iffusion phenomena for the hydrogen in solid solution within the 

ydrogen migration and redistribution model was emphasized in 

enchmarking experiments. This gives advantages in evaluating the 

eat of transport, which is an objective the benchmarking experi- 

ents pursue. The conclusion given here is that the sensitivity and 

ncertainty method developed in this study is capable of informing 

he appropriate envelop of experimental test matrix and verifying 

he adequacy of the experiments. 
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Fig. 28. Computed Sobol indices of key input parameters for the predicted hydrogen concentration at the cold end of specimen under environmental conditions from 

benchmarking experiments. 
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. Conclusion 

The formation of hydrides in nuclear fuel cladding, a result of 

n excess of hydrogen picked up by the cladding during service, 

an significantly affect cladding integrity, in particular, during fuel 

torage and transportation events. To enhance our understanding 

f hydrogen distribution inside the cladding, a sensitivity and un- 

ertainty analysis of a hydrogen predictive model using the Sobol 

ensitivity technique is conducted. In particular, the present paper 

rovides improved characterization of the key input parameters in- 

olved in the model in regard to the predicted hydrogen distribu- 

ion under linear temperature gradients, thereby, revealing the im- 

acts of environmental conditions on it. 

The predicted total hydrogen concentration at the cold end is 

hosen as the operating FoM for this study, and the set of input 

arameters includes model parameters related to the hydrogen mi- 

ration and redistribution model and experimental parameters re- 

ated to the environmental conditions. A Sobol technique, which is 

 variance-based method, is used for global sensitivity analysis to 

dentify the most influential input parameters. The Sobol sensitiv- 

ty analysis reveals that the initial hydride content plays a domi- 

ant role in the prediction of total hydrogen concentration at the 

old end, for the initial hydrogen content directly determines the 

xpected total hydrogen content distributed along the specimen. 

he cold end temperature has a significant effect as well, produc- 

ng the second largest Sobol index for first order effect. The dif- 

usion in solid solution and solid solubilities are highly dependent 

n the temperature profile along the specimen. 

Comparative studies for specific experimental cases indicate the 

espective impact of environmental conditions on the predicted hy- 

rogen behaviors and their sensitivity with respect to the input 

arameters. Overall, the amount of hydrogen precipitated at the 
25 
old end is the most important factor when estimating the un- 

ertainty in the prediction of hydrogen concentration, and the in- 

rease in initial hydrogen content can increase the uncertainty in 

he predicted hydrogen distribution at the end. Furthermore, the 

recipitation of hydrogen occurs over the entire range of the heat 

f transport resulting in large scattering of prediction with low 

emperature conditions, and high temperature conditions produce 

arge uncertainties where the precipitation easily occurs. 

Using sensitivity analysis, an optimization study is performed to 

mprove the accuracy of the predictive model for the hydrogen dis- 

ribution in the BISON code. A series of calibration studies reveals 

hat the diffusion of hydrogen toward the cold end as well as the 

recipitation of hydrogen at the cold end are the most important 

rocesses in the current hydrogen model. In particular, the BISON 

imulations produce accurate hydrogen predictions when the sets 

f parametric ranges are shifted to enable more precipitation to 

ccur at the cold end. The calibrated set of parametric ranges is 

pplied to the following analysis to verify that the optimized win- 

ows for the parameters leads to the improved prediction. It re- 

eals high accuracy of hydrogen predictive model when using the 

ptimized set of parametric ranges. Finally, it is verified that the 

se of Sobol sensitivity analysis results to evaluate the calibrated 

et of parameters and its application to the specific cases reduce 

he overall uncertainties and enhance the accuracy of the model. 

Lastly, the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis is applied to cal- 

brate the ongoing benchmarking experiments conducted by the 

niversity of Michigan. When the experimental conditions were 

eplaced with those from benchmarking experiments, the impacts 

f all the model parameters were suppressed except for heat of 

ransport. It indicates that solely the effect of heat of transport can 

e evaluated from the experiments which is the goal of the exper- 

mental studies aiming for the improvement of hydrogen model. 
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he results support that the sensitivity and uncertainty method de- 

eloped in this study is capable of informing the appropriate en- 

elop of experimental test matrix and verifying the adequacy of 

he experiments. 

The outputs are expected to characterize the various parameters 

nvolved in the hydrogen transport model implemented into the 

ISON code, and improve the understanding of the hydrogen trans- 

ort behaviors in zirconium-based fuel cladding within a range of 

xpected environmental conditions. In the support of ongoing re- 

earches to improve hydrogen predictive model, future work will 

nvestigate the contributions of updated features in HNGD model 

nd expand it to more accurately account for hydrogen behavior. 
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